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Passengers from the last lifeboat found following the evacuation of the Prinsendam walk sauntily to Crescent Dock in

Sitka.  Many Sitkans turned out to welcome thern as they debarked from the Coast Guard cutter Boutwell.  The

Boutwell,  out of Seattle, was in Juneau for that town's centennial celebration when the Prinsendam crisis began.

(Daily Sitka Sentinel photo by Thad Poulson)

Abandon Ship!
Rescue in the Alaska Gulf

Clang! Can that be the alarm clock going off so soon? I have just settled into bed, anticipating a good

night's sleep after the day's sail through the breath-taking scenery of Glacier Bay. The Prinsendam is

headed into the Pacific and our long-dreamed-of Journey to the Orient has truly begun.

Clang! I hop out of bed, realizing the noise comes from the corridor. Heavy metal doors bang shut. My

hand shakes as I grope for the key and unlock our cabin door. Across the hall an officer emerges from a

cabin and runs off to investigate. He returns shortly and tells us to dress and go up on deck. Agnes, my



traveling companion, and I put on warm clothes and grab our life preservers. Smoke is already pouring

into our cabin.

We are among the first passengers on deck. Stars shine over the calm ocean and the northern lights

play in the distance. Then seven bells sound: the warning to report to lifeboat stations. Other passengers

straggle up on deck, some are barefooted and in nightclothes, others are still in tuxedos and evening

gowns.

“There is a small fire in the engine room,” the captain announces, “but we believe it is under control.”

Blankets and life Jackets are passed around, and we begin a chilly vigil on deck. Just after 4 A.M. they

tell  us they will  try to start  the engines but  that  the lifeboats have been lowered to deck level  as a

precaution. By now planes and helicopters are flying around the Prinsendam, training searchlights on the

water. Everyone remains calm, believing we will eventually return to our cabins.

When the captain calls the lifeboat commanders to the bridge, it is after 5 A.M. After a few minutes they

come running down. I am standing outside the wireless room and hear the radio operator sending out the

SOS. The realization that the Prinsendam is really in serious trouble hits with frightening force. I spot

flames shooting out of the lounge windows – the fire has spread out of control!

“All passengers to the lifeboats. Abandon ship!" the captain orders. We surge toward the lifeboats. So

many jam into boat number 4 that it tilts dangerously, threatening to dump us all into the sea. An officer

orders some people out. All the lights and power have gone off on the ship, and the lifeboats are lowered

manually, with great difficulty. Our boat crashes repeatedly against the side of the Prinsendam. I am

afraid we will be crushed. Finally we are free and manage to push away from the ship to begin drifting in

the dark.

With 85 people crammed into our small, open boat, it is impossible to retrieve the supplies and survival

equipment reportedly stowed in the chests. Even to stretch a cramped leg is a major undertaking. A small

pencil flashlight is our only illumination.

Dawn comes after several long hours and our spirits lift. About 9:30 A.M. we see smoke on the horizon - it must be

a ship! At last a large tanker appears.

The seas are beginning to rise and It is starting to blow. People pull their blankets closer, quiet in their

separate thoughts and prayers. One woman tries to start a round of “Row. Row, Row Your Boat,” but the

effort sinks like the proverbial lead balloon. Later another leads us in words of comfort and the Lord's

Prayer. As the seas mount to 20-foot crests and the weather gets worse, many people become seasick.

We realize there is no way to get close to the tanker without swamping our powerless boat. We wonder is

and how we will be rescued.

Lifeboat number 4 has been in the water för six hours when we spot a helicopter removing people from

another boat and flying them to the tanker. It takes about two hours to empty one boat. Why aren't there

more helicopters?

The waves get higher and higher, breaking over us now and them. I think about my home and children

and especially my new grandson — I had hoped to see him grow up. But I have had a good life, and if this

is to be my fate, at least it will be a quick end in the cold sea.



Finally we spot two other helicopters in the distance. Our boat commander fires off two flares, and a

chopper circles and comes over to us. What a heavenly sight! One by one, 17 people are pulled up in an

evacuation basket and flown to the tanker. The helicopter comes back for two more loads and then

disappears.

It is late afternoon now. The wind is whipping hard, the fog is rolling in. We are freezing and are sure

we will die is not rescued soon. It seems impossible to survive the night in these pitching seas.

At last a smaller helicopter returns to lifeboat number 4. The rope comes down and the basket is

lowered, but the wind whips it away from the boat. Finally it is pulled in; I notice the boat commander's

hands are all bloody. My turn comes; there is no time for fear as I climb into the basket. I am pulled up

and away as the boat rises on a swell. When there are 12 of us inside, the chopper flies off. We bypass

the tanker but, with the noise of the rotors, conversation is impossible and we have no idea where we are

going.

An hour later the helicopter lands in Yakutat. As we get off I kiss the crewmen and thank thern with all

my heart. They seem like angels — the Coast Guard and the rescue teams have been just magnificent.

Strong arms wrap us in blankets and hand us coffee (also heavenly) and the most delicious sandwich I

have ever eaten. We shiver as if we will never be warm again. We hug each other, thankful to be alive. []

Editor's note: Mrs. Muriel Marvinney is from Short Hills, New Jersey. Her trip on the Prinsendam was her first

cruise and her first trip to Alaska.

 

Cruise Ship Sinks

On October 4, 1980, the cruise ship Prinsendam caught fire in the Gulf of Alaska. The 825 million vessel was headed

for the Orient from Glacier Bay, where it had called the day before.

The fire, which started in the engine room, could not be contained and the 320 passengers and 190 crew members 

were forced to abandon ship approx. imately 150 miles west of Sitka and 130 miles south of Yakutat.

Eventually, all were rescued from the lifeboats and taken to Sitka and Valdez by the Coast Guard cutter Boutwell,

which had been in Juneau for that city's centennial, and the oil tanker Williamsburgh, which was headed for the

pipeline terminal at Valdez for a load of oil. There were no deaths or serious injuries, although some suffered from

shock, exposure, and mild hypothermia.

Photographs of the unlucky tourists and crew in lifeboats, being greeted in Valdez and Sitka – where scores came

forward to offer comfort and assistance - and later being met by friends and relatives in Seattle, were published on

front pages around the world.

The Prinsendam owner company, Holland American Lines, was having the smoldering ship towed to Sitka when it

encountered a storm and sank In 9,000 feet of water approximately 80 miles southwest of Sitka.

And there it lies in its cold, watery grave, certain to be the subject of books and articles for years to come.
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